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October 3, 2002

Mr. Steve Zappe, WIPP Project Leader
New Mexico Environment Department
2905 Rodeo Park Drive, Building E
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Dear Mr. Zappe:
Attached are the EEG comments on the WIPP proposed Class 2 permit modification request (PMR),
"Update of the Waste Analysis Plan and Associated Documents with Emphasis on Data Management
Requirements". The EEG understands that the NMED has re-classified this modification as a Class 3,
which will require a draft permit.
The PMR's extensive movement ofrequirements in the Waste Analysis Plan is difficult to follow, and
many requirements appear to have been dropped without being specifically noted in the PMR. The
EEG's comments address some, but not all, of these deletions, and the NMED may want to ensure that
all of them are made apparent, justified, and evaluated, prior to creating the draft HWFP.
The EEG has noted similar anomalies in PMRs over the last three years, and has suggested to the
permittees that generation of permit modifications should utilize a QA program required for all qualityaffecting work. The EEG believes that an important first step in this direction would be for the
permittees to develop a procedure for creating PMRs. Two useful steps in the procedure would be to
require that modifications begin with a copy of the current HWFP as found on the NMED's web site,
and to require that any changes to the document be clearly denoted in the text.
Sincerely,

Matthew Silva,
Director
MKS:BW:SW:pf
Attachment
cc: Dr. Triay, CBFO

Providing an independent technical analysis of the Waste Isolation PIiot Plant (WIPP),
a federal transuranic nuclear waste repository.
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Comments on June 27, 2002 Class 2 PMR, "Update of the Waste Analysis Plan and Associated
Documents with Emphasis on Data Management Requirements" (made a Class 3 by NMED)
1.

This permit modification request (PMR) involves much movement of text, and the EEG
has had some difficulty in tracing the movement of requirements. Attachment A to the
PMR, a Table of Changes, for the most part lacks the specificity that would have made it
a useful document during a thorough review of the proposed modifications. However, it
would have been inordinately lengthy had each change been completely documented.
The EEG has informally suggested in the past that the rationale for each change be placed
in the PMR at or near where the text is changed, preferably as the change is written, so
that a more thorough understanding of the modification will be recorded. While this PMR
was likely well-along at the time the suggestion was made, the permittees, and the
NMED, may want to consider using that method in future PMRs.
Another possible option is the use of the portable document format (PDF). This option
would have been more convenient had the "Links" function been used to connect the new
site of individual requirements within the PMR with the site in the current Hazardous
Waste Facility Permit (HWFP), and perhaps to the explanations in Table of Changes.
Requirements that were deleted could also be linked to the Table A explanations. The
permittees and the NMED may want to consider exploring the possibilities of this
function in future PMRs also. However, the EEG notes that the value of this proposal
works only on the computer, and would not enhance reviews of printed material; and the
modifications may need to be performed using Adobe Acrobat™.
While the changes advocated in this PMR do clarify and enhance some aspects of the
Waste Analysis Plan (WAP), other changes that would make the document a crisper,
more readable, and therefore more effective document should be considered in the future.
For example, the requirement to use Toxic Characteristics Leaching Procedure (TCLP) or
totals analysis for solidified wastes and soils/gravels is stated numerous times in the
document (Sections B-3a(2), B-3d(l)(a), B-3d(2) and perhaps others); only once should
be sufficient. Titles and sections could be organized to be clearly hierarchical, and
numbered (including adding numbers to sub-sections) so as to indicate hierarchical
relationships (the Attachment B3 sections covering QAOs is one place where such
structure would be particularly useful). Multiple statements of requirements and the
weakness in structural elements indicate that a thorough review of the overall WAP might
be useful.

2.

The introductory material ("Overview of the Permit Modification Request", pp. 1-6)
consists of five numbered and bolded items. The first four of these all include variations
of the phrase " .. .incorporating 40 CFR Subpart D ... " There is no "40 CFR Subpart D". It
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would seem that the permittees intended to reference Subpart D of 40 CFR 270, titled
Changes to Permits (actually, all four references are in sub-paragraphs of 40 CFR
270.42(b)).
3.

Numbered item 3 of the PMR's introductory material states that the New Mexico
Administrative Code" ... requires the applicant to explain why the modification is
needed" (p. 3). The PMR addresses this requirement with the following statement:
The changes are needed to clarify current data management requirements,
reduce the level of redundancy in the WIPP HWFP, allow for the use of
computerized data evaluation, and reduce the potential for human error.
General explanations of the types of changes included in this PMR are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
The EEG questions whether several of the types of changes listed are clarifications,
redundancy reductions, assist computer data evaluation, or reduce the potential for human
error. It is difficult, for instance, to consider that the elimination of the Waste Stream
Characterization Package, a report that has yet to be produced, as satisfying any of these
reasons to change the HWFP. How is "revise reviewer responsibilities", which moves a
required check from one reviewer to another, a clarification, a redundancy reduction, or
even a change that will reduce the potential for human error?
In this PMR, many requirements are deleted without any supporting information.
Deletion of requirements would not seem to be necessary to " ... clarify data management
requirements ... ", or to "allow for the use of computerized data evaluation, and reduce the
potential for human error", leaving redundancy as the permittees' sole rationale for these
deletions. The EEG has not commented on deletions of requirements where the
redundancy was clearly cited by the permittees, or where the EEG was able to consider
the deleted requirement as redundant based on its own knowledge. Nevertheless, the EEG
comments that follow point out many such deletions (though certainly not all of them),
and the permittees' rationale for these deletions is not apparent in the PMR.
It also may be that others-including the NMED-may not agree with the deletions that the
EEG has interpreted as redundancies. For example, the PMR's proposed Section B3-1 lc,
Site Project Manager Review, drops two requirements found in the analogous current
HWFP Section B3-10b(3). The requirements for the review currently include a bullet to
ensure that "Batch data review checklists are complete". The PMR's deletion was likely
under the rationale that the generation level QA Officer has already been required to
perform this check. The second deleted requirement is to ensure that "Batch Data Reports
are complete and data are properly reported ... " which is also a requirement for the Site
Project QA Officer review, a review that also takes place prior to the Site Project Officer
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Review. The EEG believes that only one check is sufficient for the completeness of the
batch data review checklists, and therefore has considered the Site Project Manager's
Review requirements for these items as a redundancy. However, the NMED may have
intended the Site Project Manager's Review for reasons the EEG is unaware of-perhaps
as a legal matter. Similarly, the PMR drops the requirement that Waste Stream Profile
Forms are to contain a description of the waste stream, likely because the associated
Characterization Information Summary is required to have the waste stream description.
Again, the NMED may have a specific rationale for including the description of the waste
stream on the Waste Stream Profile Form (perhaps that the Waste Stream Profile Form is
a signed document, and there is no requirement for a Site Project Officer signature on the
Characterization Information Summary).
The EEG comments that follow do not provide a complete listing of other requirements
that are deleted in this PMR because there are so many of them, and the PMR is not
organized in a way that makes the deletions easily recognizable. While the Table of
Changes in Appendix A provides some additional information, it does not address the
many specific deletions, and perhaps other changes, that are in this PMR. Thus, the
NMED may want to consider whether comprehensive information as to what statements
of requirements were deleted, and why, should be provided by the permittees.
4.

The quality of the proposed electronic data evaluation system review, validation, and
verification of data packages will depend on software design. This PMR does not include
any but the most general specifications for electronic data evaluation systems (see PMR's
p. B3-5 l, lines 10-19). The EEG recommends that the NMED consider adding
specifications that will direct the requirements phase of software development to ensure
that the software performs the functional equivalent of the current "manual" review,
validation, and verification requirements. These specifications should address how the
software is to address these requirements-that is, how the requirements are to be
translated into computer-checkable data fields. For example, the proposed Section B3-13
requires that (p. B3-51, lines 8-10):
The electronic system must address the following items corresponding to
requirements in Sections B3-1 0d through B3-11 b:
Proper data generation, reduction, and reporting
If the requirement can be met by simply checking the currency of the procedure(s) used to
generate, reduce, and report the data; then that should be stated in the WAP (e.g., proper
data generation, reduction, and reporting was accomplished through checking that the
appropriate procedures for these functions were used). If more checking is required, then
the specification of the additional requirements should be stated.
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5.

Numbered item 3 in the introductory material states (p. 3):
In order to accommodate the generator/storage sites' request, this
PMR proposes that releases may be via electronic approval,
electronic signature, or hard copy signature.
Electronic signatures and approvals may be a pertinent regulatory problem. The section of
an EPA document, Burden Reduction and State Environmental Agencies ECOS White
Paper: Burden Reduction and State Environmental Agencies 1, in the section titled
"Electronic Reporting Initiative (ERI)" states:
One significant obstacle is the Department of Justice's view about
"electronic signatures," which means the authentication process that might
be used by enforcement agencies in the event that prosecution is needed.
These methods exist in case law for manual signatures, but are less clear
for electronic signatures. EPA expects an early resolution of this obstacle,
however.
The NMED may want to determine whether the EPA has resolved this problem (the web
page is dated 1999), and how that solution might affect the HWFP enforcement, before
approving the electronic signature/approval portions of this request. It may be that the
EPA solution indicates specific software control requirements for electronic
signature/approvals will be needed in the HWFP.

6.

The introductory material states that (under item 3, p. 4, explanation as to why the
modification is needed):
The general concept of electronic data management is supported by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Electronic Reporting
Initiative ... The long-term goal of EPA' s Electronic Reporting Initiative is
to use electronic reporting as a tool for streamlining and automating the
exchanges of data among industry, environmental agencies and the public.
Automation of data reviews, validation, and verification is consistent with
EPA's automation and streamlining goals.
The EPA's Electronic Reporting Initiative, according to the initial Federal Register
announcement (FRL-3815-4, vol. 55, no 146, July 30, 1990), is basically a statement
1

http://www.epa.gov/ooaujeag/onestop/blocks/bur-red.htm
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supporting the Electronic Data Interface (EDI) initiative. EDI follows whenever possible
the ANSI ASC X12 standards2 • Currently, the ASC X12 standard is being adapted to the
Extensible Markup Language (XML) developed by the software industry. The NMED
may want to ensure that the data produced in electronic format for the WIPP meets ANSI
ASC X12 standards by including such a requirement in the HWFP.
The EEG also notes that this PMR contains no specific provisions that would appear to
" ... streamline and automate the exchanges of data among industry, environmental
agencies, and the public".

Comments on Proposed Changes to HWFP Attachment B
7.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A states (p. A-2):
Throughout Permit Attachment B, ensured that acronyms are defined at
first use and used thereafter.
The EEG suggests that the NMED should consider whether or not a separate list of
acronyms should be added to the W AP, as it can be an onerous task to locate the first use
definitions in a document that is hundreds of pages long.
A similar statement in the Table of Changes is made for Attachment B3 (p. A-16).
However, these changes appear to have been independently established, as the proposed
Attachment B3 still uses the full written form of titles that are defined as acronyms in
Attachment B. For instance, "WSPF" is written out as "Waste Stream Profile Form"
throughout Attachment B3, even though the acronym is defined in Section B-la. Other
inconsistencies in implementing the acronym changes are evident in the PMR-for
example, on p. B3-38 the acronym "ITR" is used (line 22), though that acronym was
neither previously defined nor defined at that location.
The change appears to be a step away from, rather than toward, establishing consistency
throughout the WAP. The permittees might be encouraged to complete the conversion to
acronyms throughout the W AP-and perhaps the entire HWFP-in future PMRs.

8.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A states (p. A-3):
The definition of a waste stream was moved to B-1 a. Remaining
information in the deleted paragraphs duplicates information in Permit
Attachment B Sections B-1 a and B-1 b.
2 http://www.epa.gov/oppeedi 1/articles/pre.htm
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One concept in the paragraph that was deleted does not appear in either Sections B-1 a or
B-1 b: "Characterization requirements for individual containers of TRU mixed waste are
specified on a waste stream basis". While the requirement to characterize the waste on a
waste stream basis is found in Section B-la, the reference to individual containers does
not appear in either of these sections.
WIPP waste are currently characterized as individual containers under the HWFP by the
radiography/visual examination review. The R TR/VE examination is specifically required
by other sections of the WAP, and the NMED may agree that this portion of the
requirement is no longer a necessary part of the HWFP.
9.

The proposed changes to Attachment B include deletion of many references to other parts
of the B-complex ofHWFP attachments (Attachment B, Attachment Bl, Attachment B2,
etc). The W AP is often referred to as "Attachment B", and is so referenced in Module IL
When the current Attachment B references the appropriate parts of the B-complex, it
makes no appreciable difference as to whether it is referring to "Attachment B" or the
"the Attachment B complex"; however, with the removal of the references, the NMED
may also want to clearly establish in Module II that the WAP consists of the "Attachment
B complex", rather than simply Attachment B. The EEG notes that Module II.C does
specifically require the rest of B-complex of Attachments be utilized, and the NMED may
consider this sufficient to overcome the concern expressed in this comment.

10.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to Section B-lb, states (p. A-4):

Proposed Change Deleted paragraphs regarding waste characterization
activities, audits, and reporting
Explanation for Change The deleted information is presented in detail in
other sections of Permit Attachment B and Permit Attachment B3
While the explanation is true for much of the information, the sections deleted include the
following statements (from p. B-7):
The Waste Stream Profile Forms and the Characterization Information
Summary for the waste stream resulting from waste characterization
activities shall be transmitted to the Permittees, reviewed for
completeness, and screened for acceptance prior to loading any TRU
mixed waste into the Transuranic Package Transporter (TRUP ACT-II) at
the generator facility, as described in Section B-4.
As far as the EEG was able to determine, there is no comparable description in the
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proposed Attachments B and B3 which states that the WSPF and Characterization
Information Summary must be accepted by the permittees prior to loading waste into
WIPP shipping vessels (TRUPACT-Ils). While the EEG believes that the requirement has
substantive value, the NMED's authority for requiring it is not clear. The NMED may
want to consider retaining this requirement in the HWFP, and if so, the basis for doing so
might also be assessed.
11.

A second deletion under the rationale provided in the previous comment is the removal of
requirements and specifications for Waste Stream Characterization Packages. Waste
Stream Characterization Packages are currently required to be supplied by sites shipping
waste to the WIPP only at the request of the permittees. The Package is to consist of the
WSPF, the Characterization Information Summary, the AK summary, permittee-specified Batch Data Reports, and permittee--specified raw analytical data.
To the EEG's knowledge, no request has yet been made for a Waste Stream
Characterization Package. The requirement appears to have been included so that serious
questions about waste characterization at the permittee level, or at the regulatory level,
could be addressed using the complete records created during waste characterization.
The introductory material to the PMR states (p. 5):
This PMR proposes to eliminate the Waste Stream Characterization
Package because the information required for the Waste Stream
Characterization Package is already found in the Waste Stream Profile
Form and the Characterization Information Summary. The only additional
component of the Waste Stream Characterization Package is the Batch
Data Report.
The EEG was unable to find a requirement in this PMR for generator/storage sites to
supply Batch Data Reports to the Permittees, other than those described in Section B310a for electronic data evaluation system requests (PMR p. B3-32, lines 1 and 2).
Currently, the only electronic data evaluation system appears to be for the Central
Confirmation Program, which addresses a relatively minor part of the shipments to the
WIPP. If this PMR is adopted, the only requirement in the HWFP for waste shipping sites
not using electronic data evaluation systems to provide the permittees with Batch Data
Reports (or any raw analytical data that is not included in Batch Data Reports) appears to
be as a part of the auditing process. The NMED may want to consider adding a
requirement that Batch Data Reports and other raw analytical data are to be provided to
the permittees by waste generator/storage sites on request. The EEG suggests that, if such
a requirement is added, it be added to Section B3-1 Oa, next to the requirement for Batch
Data Reports from electronic evaluation systems cited above.
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The NMED may want to consider the convenience of obtaining all of the current
components of a Waste Stream Characterization Package in a single unit before accepting
the deletion of the requirement for Waste Stream Characterization Packages.
12.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to Section B-lb, states (p. A-4):
Deleted paragraph was moved to Introduction. Some text was deleted as it
duplicated information in the Introduction.
While this information is correct, the NMED should also be aware that two sentences
discussing state hazardous waste codes were amended and transferred to Section B3-12b
(p. B3-46). The proposed sentences read as follows (from p. B3-46):
Some of the waste may also be identified by unique state hazardous waste
codes. These wastes are acceptable at the WIPP as long as the remaining
criteria are met.
The current HWFP text used the acronym "TSDF-WAC" where the phrase "remaining
criteria" appears in the sentence above (see PMR's p. B-10, lines 7-9; the same text is
repeated in Section B-4b(l)(ii), p. B-51, lines 13-15).
Although the permittees' may have intended the three following criteria on pages B3-46
and B3-4 7 (i.e., complies with TSDF-WAC; verification in the Characterization
Information Summary that the waste has been evaluated for ignitability, corrosivity, and
reactivity; and verification that waste compatibility has been checked), the EEG
recommends that the phrase "remaining criteria" be clarified prior to including the
sentence in any draft HWFP. Since compliance with the TSDF-WAC would meet the
substance of these three criteria (which includes prohibitions of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, and incompatible wastes), the same result would very nearly be obtained by
returning to the original wording.

13.

A minor editorial change could be made to Section B-lc, Waste Prohibited at the WIPP
Facility, which is not addressed by the PMR. The first bulleted item in the copy of the
TSDF-WAC appears to have an extra right-side parenthesis character. The right
parenthesis at the end of the bulleted item should be deleted.
However, one purpose of the PMR is to create a more stream-lined HWFP by including
changes " ... such as referencing information rather than repeating it" (from p. 1 of the
PMR). Section B-1 c as configured in this PMR is simply a copy of the TSDF-WAC
(Module II.C.3) with insignificant portions of the text moved or removed. The EEG
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suggests that a simple statement pointing to the TSDF-WAC could be inserted, and the
duplicated material deleted. The entire Section B-1 c could consist of the following
statements (or a variation thereof):
The TSDF-WAC (Module 11.C.3) describes wastes that are prohibited at
the WIPP facility. An important task for all waste characterization
activities is to establish the absence of items listed in the TSDF-WAC.

If this suggestion were adopted, other editorial changes would be necessary, as the
defining uses of the acronyms "VOC" and "VE" are in Section B-lc. There are also WAP
references to Section B-1 c that could be more efficient if these references pointed to the
TSDF-WAC instead of Section B-lc.
14.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to information regarding review of
radiography tapes in Section B-lc, states (p. A-4):
The deleted information has been moved to Permit Attachment B3
Sections B3-1 0c (generator/storage site responsibilities) and B3-12c
(Permittee responsibilities).
The deleted information includes the following requirement (p. B-11 in Attachment C of
the PMR):
Before accepting a container holding TRU mixed waste, the Permittees
will ensure, through audit and as part of their Permittee level data reviews
(Section B3-10c) that generator/storage sites examine the radiography or
visual examination data records (Section B-4b) to verify that the container
holds no unvented compressed gas containers and that residual liquid does
not exceed 1 percent volume in any payload container.
The EEG was unable to find a comparable requirement in the PMR's sections B3-10c,
B3-12c, or other parts of the PMR. The proposed Section B3-10c contains only waste
shipping site requirements for radiography and visual examination tapes, and does not
describe permittee level reviews. The proposed Section B3-12c, Review of Shipping
Records (p. B3-48), contains no requirements related to compressed gas, liquids,
radiography, or visual examination.
The permittee audit program does verify that generator/storage site procedures are in
place to use radiography or visual examination to verify that each container does not
contain either unvented compressed gas containers or > 1% liquids, and does check a
sample of the reports to ensure that generator/storage sites have properly performed
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radiography and visual examination. However, audits do not verify each container of
waste as is implied by this deleted requirement, and the sample that is checked may or
may not already have been accepted at the WIPP before an audit takes place. It is unlikely
that permittee data reviews, which are of the WIPP Waste Information System (WWIS)
data that does not include statements regarding verification of the absence of prohibited
items, have addressed this requirement in the past.
The NMED may conclude that this current B-1 c requirement may be dropped, as its
importance is neither clear nor does it appear that it has it been enforced.
15.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to Section B-lc, states (p. A-4):
Proposed Change Deleted paragraph regarding venting of containers
Explanation For Change The deleted information is addressed in Permit
Attachment Ml.

Attachment Ml does address the venting of containers, but only by noting that the WIPP
Safety Analysis Report (SAR) requires venting of drums. The SAR is a DOE document,
and is subject to change without review through the HWFP process. 3
The deleted Section B-lc statement is as follows (from p. B-12 in Attachment C of the
PMR):
Containers are vented through filters or [sic], allowing any gases that are
generated by radiolytic and microbial processes within a waste container to
escape, thereby preventing over pressurization or development of
conditions within the container that would lead to the development of
ignitable, corrosive, reactive, or other characteristic wastes.
Section B-1 c is a portion of the Waste Analysis Plan (WAP). The function of the WAP is
to document how the detailed physical and chemical analysis of the waste required by 40
CPR 264.B(a)(l) will be performed. Since one major function of venting is to prevent
conditions within the container that would lead to the development of ignitable headspace
gases, the NMED may want to consider whether a statement requiring venting of
containers should be included in the WAP.
16.

A similar concern to that expressed in the previous comment exists for the next paragraph
3

The EEG notes that the TRUPACT-II Safety Analysis Report also requires venting of
containers, but changes to this document are also not reviewed through the HWFP process.
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from the current Section B-1 c, which also was deleted in this PMR. This paragraph states
that " ... waste streams identified to contain incompatible materials or materials
incompatible with waste containers cannot be shipped to the WIPP". 4 This might also be
considered a statement that documents how it is known that physical and chemical
properties of the waste will not change after the initial analysis. EEG believes, therefore,
that this statement should be retained in the W AP.
The Table of Changes in Attachment A (p. A-4) notes in regard to this deleted paragraph
that "The deleted material is addressed in Module 11.G." However, Module 11.G is not a
part of the W AP, and it states that "The Permittees shall not manage, store or dispose
ignitable, corrosive, reactive, or incompatible wastes ... " This is different than the deleted
W AP requirement in the proposed Section B-1 c, which is applied at the generator site
(can't ship the incompatible waste) while Module 11.G is applied at the WIPP itself
(permittees can't manage, store, or dispose of incompatible waste).
Another waste compatibility issue of Module II, the TSDF-WAC prohibition of
incompatible waste (Module 11.C.3.d), is also effected only at the WIPP (permittees shall
not accept incompatible waste at the WIPP). The difference between prohibition of
shipping waste and prohibition of receiving waste might be considered negligible-but the
NMED should consider that difference before eliminating the paragraph on incompatible
waste from the W AP.
17.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to Section B-lc, states (p. A-4):

Proposed Change Deleted paragraph regarding headspace gas Volatile
Organic Compound (VOC) concentration requirements
Explanation of Change The deleted paragraph is addressed in Permit
condition IV.d and in Permit Attachment B-3a(l).
There is no "Permit condition IV.d". Module IV.A.3 does contain a clear statement of the
requirements for repository room VOC concentration limits that were deleted from
Section B-lc, as does Section B-3a(l) in combination with Table B-2.
4

The PMR notes in regard to this deleted paragraph that "The deleted material is
addressed in Module 11.G" (p. A-4). However, Module 11.G states that "The Permittees shall not
manage, store or dispose ignitable, corrosive, reactive, or incompatible wastes ... ". The difference
is that the deleted W AP requirement is applied at the generator site (can't ship the incompatible
waste) while Module 11.G is applied at the WIPP itself (can't manage, store, or dispose of the
waste at the permittee location). The TSDF-WAC prohibition of incompatible waste (Module
11.C.3.d) also only is effective at the WIPP.
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18.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to Section B-ld, states (p. A-4):
Added statement "Permit Attachment B3 Section B3-12b addresses
Permittee responsibilities for control of waste acceptance." Deleted
remaining text in this section.
The EEG agrees that nearly all of the deleted text is found in other portions of the PMR's
proposed WAP in sufficient detail to allow the deletion of the text. However, the EEG
suggests that Section B3-12b, Waste Stream Profile Form and Characterization
Information Summary Approval, initiate with a statement that no waste containers from a
waste stream are to be shipped prior to obtaining the approvals required as specified in
the section.
Section B-1 is titled "Identification of TRU Mixed Waste to be Managed at the WIPP
Facility", and the subsection considered here, Section B-ld, Control of Waste
Acceptance, is not concerned with identification of wastes. The subsection in this PMR is
simply a reference to a different location in the WAP. The EEG recommends that the
section be totally eliminated instead, as it will provide no useful information, it is not
referenced by any other portion of the WAP as amended by this PMR, it is not located at
a point at which information on its title would be expected, and it does not address the
topic specified by its parent section.

19.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to Section B-3a(l), states (p. A-6):
Proposed Change Deleted information regarding TICs
Explanation of Change All information regarding Tentatively Identified
Compounds (TIC) has [sic] been consolidated in Permit Attachment B
Section B-3a(3).
Section B-3 is titled "Characterization Methods", and its subsection, B-3a(l), Headspace
Gas Sampling and Analysis, should contain information about important characterization
methods. The EEG believes that headspace gas TICs are an important part of the detailed
chemical analysis required by 40 CFR 264.13(a)(l), and that the section of the WAP that
introduces headspace gas characterization methods should include information about
TICs. We therefore suggest that a brief statement about TICs be added at the end of the
Section B-3a(l) to point to the discussion in B-3a(3). This statement could be a variant of
the following: "Tentatively Identified Compounds (TICs) are an important part of
headspace gas analysis methodology; TICs are discussed in Section B-3a(3)."
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20.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to Section B-3a(3), states (p. A-6):
Proposed Change The new section, Tentatively Identified Compounds,
has been added ...
Explanation for Change TIC information has been consolidated from
multiple locations in Permit Attachment Band Permit Attachment B3.
[nformation has been moved from Permit Attachment B Section B-3a(l)
and B-3d, and Permit Attachment B3 Section B3-1.
The EEG was unable to find the following requirement that was deleted from Section B31 either in the two new subsections in Section B3a(3) or in any other part of the PMR
(from p. B3-8 in Attachment E of the PMR):
If a target analyte list for a waste stream is expanded due to the presence of
TICs, all samples collected from that waste stream will be analyzed for
constituents on the expanded list.
The EEG believes that this requirement would, on occasion, be unattainable, e.g., a
considerable number of containers from a large waste stream may have been sampled and
analyzed prior to discovery that a new target analyte needs to be added. Some of these
containers may already be disposed in the WIPP before the additional analyte is added to
the list. However, the NMED may want to consider whether the statement of the
requirement, or an amended version, should be retained in the HWFP.
The clarity and readability of the new material in Section B-3a(3) could be improved by
editorial changes. For example, the phrase "shall be reported in the analytical batch data
report" is repeated in all four bullets under the heading "TI Cs shall be reported in
accordance with the following criteria" (p. B-21 in Appendix C of the PMR); the heading
could be amended to read "TI Cs shall be reported in the batch data report if they meet any
of the following criteria", and the repetitive phrase deleted from the bulleted items.
A similar, but more extensive, repetition is found in the bulleted items under Section B3a(3)(b). This entire section could easily be rewritten to be more brief and logical, by first
listing the general criteria for TICs that are to be added to the target analyte list (the
subject of the section), and then listing the exceptions and other qualifiers. The first
sentence in the second bulleted item is incoherent in its current form, and at a minimum
should be broken into two sentences (between "waste" and "may" in line 13; a period
followed by "These TICs" could be inserted).
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21.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to Section B-3a(3), states (p. A-6):
Laboratory Qualification is a quality assurance-related item, and is more
appropriate in Permit Attachment B3. The deleted information has been
moved to new Permit Attachment B3 Section B3-lc.
The EEG was unable to find the following requirement from the deleted Laboratory
Qualification discussion in Section B3-lc, or any other part of the PMR (from p B-23 of
the PMR):
... methods and supporting performance data demonstrating QAO compliance shall
be ensured by the Permittees during the annual certification audit.
The EEG believes that this is a primary function of technical auditing, and that it is
unlikely that the practice would cease in the absence of this requirement. However, the
NMED may nevertheless want to consider whether the explicit statement of the
requirement should be retained in the HWFP.

22.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to Section B-3b, states (p. A-6):
Changed "In addition, Section B-4b(l) of this permit attachment describes
the verification of acceptable knowledge through sampling and analysis
and the Permittees' Audit and Surveillance Program" to "In addition,
Section B3-12 describes Permittee responsibilities for the verification of
AK and the Permittees' Audit and Surveillance Program."
The actual text change on page B-24 of the PMR does not reflect the deletion of "through
sampling and analysis" as stated here. The EEG agrees that these are not permittee
responsibilities, and that the phrase should be deleted from the text.

23.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, in relation to Section B-3c, Radiography and
Visual Examination, states (p. A-7):
Changed "Radiography and/or visual examination will be used to examine
every waste container to verify its physical form" to "Radiography and/or
VE will be used to examine every waste container to verify the physical
form of the waste".
The actual text change on page B-25 does not reflect this proposed change-nor is the
statement that is said to be changed found in the current HWFP. The current WAP
statement at this position in the text is:
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Radiographic examination protocols and QA/QC methods are provided in
Permit Attachment B 1.
This is also the statement amended in the proposed text change on page B-25 in
Attachment C of the PMR. The EEG agrees with the permittees that the statement
"Radiography and/or VE will be used to examine every waste container to verify the
physical form of the waste" is a valuable addition to this initial discussion of radiography
and VE in the WAP. The NMED may want to consider whether the pointer to Permit
Attachment B 1 should also be retained.
24.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A does not include a change to the text of Section
B-3d(l), Newly Generated Waste. The change affects the section discussing visual
examination (VE) of newly generated waste and repackaged retrievably stored wastes
(see pp. B-27 and B-28 in Attachment C of the PMR).
While the EEG agrees that the changes add valuable information, the changes only
address training for the second operator performing the visual examination. These are the
first statements concerning VE training, and it is not made clear that both operators must
have the required VE training as discussed in Sections B1-3b(4) and B1-3b(5).
The Table of Changes in Attachment A does contain an entry for Section B-3d(l)(a),
indicating a reference to the Carlsbad Area Office was changed to reflect that it is now the
Carlsbad Field Office. The current HWFP on the NMED web site has already been
changed to read "Carlsbad Field Office", but the PMR's text does not indicate (double
underline) any alteration (p. B-30 in Attachment C, line 16).

25.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A, states that for Section B-4 (p. A-9):
Proposed Change ... Deleted paragraph regarding data validation and
verification found in original Permit Attachment B Section B-4.
Explanation for Change The information regarding data validation and
verification has been moved to new Permit Section B-3.

The deleted paragraph is as follows (from p. B-32 in Attachment C of the PMR):
The Permittees will assure that waste characterization by generator/storage
sites sending TRU mixed waste to the WIPP for disposal meets WAP
requirement through data validation; usability and reporting controls.
Verification occurs at three levels: 1) the data generation level; 2) the
project level, and 3) the permittee level. The validation and verification
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process and requirements at each level is described in Section B3-l 0.
The EEG was unable to find the information in the deleted paragraph in the PMR Section
B-3, Characterization Methods. The PMR's Attachment B3, Waste Characterization
Quality Assurance/Quality Control was likely meant. The explanation of the three levels
of verification does appear in the PMR's Section B3-la, Data Review, Validation, and
Verification. However, the NMED may want to consider whether the initial statement
from the deleted portion-the requirement for the permittees to assure waste
characterization through data validation, data usability, and reporting controls-should be
retained in the HWFP.
26.

The proposed addition of Section B-6a, General Requirements, states that (p. B-36 in
Attachment C):
Data must be organized into a standard format for reporting purposes, as outlined
in specific sampling and analytical procedures.
This text is somewhat different from the text to be deleted from Section B3-1 0a, which
specifies that the "standard format" is to be the Batch Data Report format. Section B4a(4) (p. B-43 in Attachment C of the PMR) contains requirements for Batch Data Report
formats-a format approved by the permittees, and to be specified in generator/storage site
documents-but these requirements have apparently been deleted, rather than moved, in
this PMR. The NMED may want to consider whether requirements for Batch Data Report
format should be retained in the HWFP.

27.

The proposed addition of Section B-6b, WIPP Waste Information System, alters the
requirement for the Reports of Change Log. The current HWFP requirements in Section
B-4b(l)(i) are as follows (from p. B-50 in Attachment C of the PMR):
Reports of Change Log
This will consist of a short report that lists the user ID and the fields
changed. The report will also include a reason for the change. A longer
report will list the information provided on the short report and include a
before and after image of the record for each change, a before-record for
each deletion, and the new information for added records. These reports
will provide an auditable trail for the data in the database.
The PMR eliminates the short/long versions of the report and deletes the need for the
before-and-after image for each change as well as the before-record for deletions (seep.
B-38 in Attachment C, lines 12-20). The NMED may want to consider retaining all or
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part of these requirements in the HWFP. The EEG recommends that the before-and-after
image requirement be retained for data changes to the WWIS.
28.

The deleted Section B-4a(5) contains the following statement which does not appear to
have been retained by this PMR (from p. B-44 in Attachment C of the PMR):
NMED may request, through the Permittees, copies of any Batch Data
Report, and /or the raw data validated by the generator/storage sites, to
check the Permittees' audit of the validation and verification process.
The NMED may want to consider whether this requirement should be retained in the
HWFP. Since the PMR states that Batch Data Reports need not be generated if an
electronic data evaluation system is used (see Section B3-10a, p. B3-30 in Attachment E),
an equivalent printout from the electronic data evaluation system should be added if the
requirement is retained.

29.

The added PMR Section B-5 contains the statement that (p. B-35 in Attachment C, lines
9-11):
The Permittees also annually evaluate laboratories and their QA/QC
programs as part of their participation in the Permittees' Performance
Demonstration Program (PDP) laboratory performance program.
This sentence has been transferred from Section B-3a(3) in the current HWFP. The PDP
provides confidence related to laboratory analysis QAOs, principally for accuracy, but to
say that the PDP "evaluates the laboratories and their QA/QC programs" appears to be an
unwarranted enlargement of the purpose and goals of the PDP. In the PDP, blind samples
are analyzed by the site laboratories, and the results are compared with W AP QA Os to
determine the laboratory's competence in meeting these objectives. The actual workings
of the laboratory QA/QC program are not evaluated, only the laboratory results. The EEG
recommends that the NMED alter or remove this statement from the WAP.

Comments on Proposed Changes to HWFP Attachment B3 (Attachment E in the PMR)
30.

While not one of the changes that is a part of this PMR, Permit Attachment B3 contains
what appears to be a logical flaw. The Quality Assurance Objective for precision in
Section B3-lb contains the following statements and equation (p. B3-3 of the PMR):
Another aspect of precision is associated with analytical equipment
calibration. In these instances, the percent difference (¾D) between
multiple measurements of an equipment calibration standard shall be
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calculated as follows:
%D=

IC-CI xl00
1

2

c,

(B3-4)
where C 1 is the initial measurement and C2 is the second or other
additional measurement.
Using these current definitions will result in different values, depending on the order in
which the measurements are taken. For example, if the two measurements are 40 units
and 30 units, the order in which they are taken will result in two possible ¾D values
(25% or 33%). The EEG believes that the order in which the measurements are taken
should not be a factor in determining the percent difference, and suggests that C I should
be defined as the larger of the two measurements.
This apparent flaw appeared in the principal waste characterization document in effect
prior to the promulgation of the HWFP in 1999 (Transuranic Waste Characterization
Quality Assurance Program Plan, DOE-94-1010 Revision 0, p. 3-7, Eq. 3-4), and
appears to have been passed into the HWFP from that document. The EEG has informally
pointed out this logical flaw several times (beginning in 1996) to both permittee and
NMED personnel without obtaining any functional response. Since this is a Class 3
modification the EEG presents the argument here, in a somewhat more formal sense, in
the hope that either (1) a change can and will be made, or (2) a response to the EEG will
point out the error in the EEG's consideration of the issue.
31.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A states that in Section B3-1 b the Method Detection
Limit was replaced with a reference to the definition in SW-846 (p. A-18). The Method
Detection Limit in the PMR's Section B3-lb is altered as follows (p. B3-4):
The MDL for all quantitative measurements (except for those using
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy [FTIRS]) is defined in Section
5.0 of SW-846 Chapter One. as follows:
},{DL

f(n l,.'

&

.99) XS

(B3 7)

vihere t(" 1,1 a .99)) is the t distribution value appropriate to a 99 percent
confidence level and a standard deviation estimate with n 1 degrees of
freedom, n is the number of observations, and s is the standard deviation
of replicate measurements.
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Section 5.0 of SW-846 contains a different definition than the one deleted by this PMR, 5
and states that the MDL "should" be determined by the deleted equation, but does not
require it to be. While the EEG believes that it is unlikely that the SW-846 MDL
definition and process would result in changes to current waste characterization practices,
the NMED should be aware that this proposed change could open the process for methods
other than one required in the current WAP for MDL determination.
32.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A states that in Section B3-3, the spelling of the
word "usability'' was changed to "usability" as a "Corrected spelling error" (p. A-19). The
change does not appear in the actual text change found on page B3-15.
Similar changes to "usability" are made to other parts of Attachment B3. Either version of
the word appears to be acceptable, though Webster's Dictionary and word-processing
spell-checkers cite only "usability". An EPA document is titled Guidance for Data
Usability in Risk Assessment (Parts A and B), and other EPA documents also use the
longer spelling (but other EPA documents also use "usability"). Brandeis University has a
program titled "Group for Research on Usability and Pragmatics" which would seem to
indicate academic acceptability of the rejected spelling. The entire field of web page
design and development appears to use the spelling "usability" for this highly important
characteristic of page design. The longer spelling is used in perhaps 20 other places in the
WAP which this PMR does not correct (for several examples, see the PMR's p. B3-5),
and sections identified as "new" both in the PMR's Table of Changes and by the use of
double underlining use the longer spelling (seep. B3-38 for several examples).
The WAP also contains several uses of the "usability" spelling of the word. The NMED
may decide that the HWFP should contain consistent spelling of the word; if so, all
deviations should be changed, not just the few made in this PMR.

33.

Section B3-4, Radiography (Quality Assurance Objectives), is altered in part as follows
(p. B3-17, "Completeness" QAO; the double-underlined text is the PMR's addition):
All audio/videotapes (or equivalent media) and radiography data forms
5

" ... the minimum concentration in a substance that can be measured and reported with
99% confidence that the analyte concentration is greater than zero and is determined from
analysis of a sample in a given matrix type containing the analyte" (SW-846, Chapter 1, p.26).
SW-846 goes on to state "For operational purposes, when it is necessary to determine the MDL
in the matrix, the MDL should be determined by multiplying the appropriate one-sided 99% tstatistic by the standard deviation ... " (emphasis added).
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will be subject to validation as indicated in Section~ B3-10 and B3-11.
Section B3-11, Site Project Level Requirements, contains requirements for verification
that validation was completed, but does not contain requirements for any actual validation
of radiography audio/visual tapes (or equivalent media) and radiography data forms. The
proposed additions to this statement would appear to be counterproductive, in that there
are no validation requirements in the added section reference. The EEG recommends that
the original text be retained.
34.

The PMR's new text for Section B3-10, Data Generation Level, begins (p. B3-29, lines 25):
The Data Generation Level includes personnel immediately responsible for
data generation review, validation, and verification at this level involves
release via written or electronic signature or electronic approval by the
Technical Supervisor and Independent Technical Reviewer, as well as the
QA officer.
Note that the sentence does not indicate that signature of the operator generating the data
is required. That requirement is included later in the section, but it should be mentioned at
the same time the other data generation level signatures were listed.
The EEG recommends that the position of the "Independent Technical Reviewer" and
"Technical Supervisor" terms be placed in the opposite order, to eliminate any possible
confusion as to the order in which these signatures should occur.

36.

The proposed Section B3-10 consists mostly of the following statement and attached
bulleted items (p. B3-29 lines 1-25):
The following are minimum requirements for raw data collection and
management which the Permittees shall require for each site: [list of seven
bulleted items addressing data and records]
The seven bulleted items were moved from the current WAP' s Section B3-1 Oa. However,
these seven items were also moved to the PMR' s Section B-6a, Record Management
General Requirements (pp. B-36 and B-37). The permittees state that one of the reasons
the PMR is necessary is to " ... reduce the level of redundancy in the WIPP HWFP ... "
(p. 3 of the PMR); the EEG believes that the repetition of these seven bulleted items is
just such a redundancy. The statement quoted above might be replaced with a statement
such as "Raw data will be collected and managed in conformance with the Record
Management General Requirements specified in Section B-6a", and the bulleted items
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dropped. However, since a similar requirement appears on the following page (p. B3-31,
lines 24-25: "Generator/storage sites shall generate and manage records in accordance
with the requirements in Permit Attachment B Section B-6a"), the EEG suggests that the
entire paragraph, including the bulleted items, could be deleted.
The EEG notes that some of these bulleted items will be unique to the data generation
level (field and laboratory records, bench sheets, etc). The NMED may consider these to
be more appropriately placed in Section B3-10. In that case, the copies of the
requirements in Section B-6a could be removed, as the applicability of the requirement is
only at the data generation level, and is not general.
3 7.

The PMR' s proposed Section B3-10a states (p. B3-31 ):
All Batch Data Reports shall be assigned serial numbers, and each page of
hard copy reports shall be numbered. The serial number used for Batch
Data Reports can be the same as the testing, sampling, and analytical batch
number.
These statements were moved from the current WAP's Section B3-12a. A "serial
number" indicates a place in a single series of numbers, which may not be the sense
intended. It would seem to entail assigning consecutive numbers for all testing, sampling,
and analytical Batch Data Reports, as a group. This process would appear to be
unnecessary and onerous, and the interpretation has not been applied in the past. The
NMED may want to consider the following wording:
Each Batch Data Report shall be assigned a unique number different from
all other Batch Data Reports, and each page of hard copy reports shall be
numbered. The unique number used for a Batch Data Report can be the
same as the testing, sampling, or analytical batch number.

38.

The proposed Section B3-10a states (p. B-32, lines 2-5):
Unless requested, generator/storage sites using Electronic Data Evaluation
Systems will maintain all of the information required in a Batch Data
Report in their Electronic System, but the Report will not be generated and
will be transparent to the user.
This proposed requirement would seem to be an unnecessary addition to the HWFP. It
may be that a site would want to be able to produce Batch Data Reports processed by an
electronic data evaluation system, and there seems no compelling reason for the W AP to
prevent the site from doing so.
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The following sentence in the PMR produces a similar concern (p. B3-32, lines 5-7):
When using an Electronic System, batches of data, rather than Batch Data
Reports, will be subject to data review, validation, and verification.
This statement also does not seem to be a necessary WAP constraint. The EEG
recommends that, for the first paragraph on page B3-32, only the first sentence is retained
(note that a previous EEG comment suggested material be added to this paragraph).
39.

The PMR's Section B3-10b, Data Evaluation Documentation, in discussing data review,
validation, and verification checklists, states (p. B3-32, lines 15-16):
Completed checklists must be forwarded with Batch Data Reports to the
project level.
Tables B3-11, B3-12, and B3-13 require that data review checklists be a part of the Batch
Data Reports, and thus should not be "forwarded with" the Reports. The NMED may
want to consider adding the data generation level validation and verification checklists to
the Batch Data Reports also.

40.

The PMR's Section B3-10b states (p. B3-32, line 17):
In the case of electronic review, validation, and verification, checklists are
not required. See Section B3-13 for documentation requirements for
electronic review, validation, and verification.
The PMR's Section B3-13 states that (p. B3-51):
Generator/storage sites have the option to complete the review, validation,
and verification responsibilities of the Technical Supervisor, QA Officer,
Site Project QA Officer, and Site Project Manager using an electronic
system.
Note that the Independent Technical Review responsibilities are not included in this list.
A checklist from this review (the checklist might itself be "electronic") would appear to
be a useful record that should be retained and made available to the permittees on request.
The Independent Technical Review for electronic data includes the additional
responsibility to determine that "The data collected are technically reasonable based on
the technique used" (added in Section B3-10d of the PMR, p. B3-34 line 6), and the
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responsibility of addressing all previously identified nonconformance reports (p. B3-34
lines 12 and 13). Thus, it appears that a unique Independent Review Checklist, which
includes these checks, may be necessary when electronic data is used. If a
generator/storage site is using both manual and electronic methods, as is suggested in
Section B3-13, then two ITR checklists may be necessary.
41.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A states for Section B3-lOd (p. A-21):
Added new section, Independent Technical Review ... The general
paragraph at the beginning of this section [apparently referring to the
current WAP's Section B3-lOa(l )] was deleted because all of the
information is found in the bullets.
The deleted paragraph in the current WAP's Section B3-lOa(l), Independent Technical
Review, states (PMR's p. B3-55, line 24, top. B3-57, line13):
The independent technical review ensures by review of raw data that data
generation and reduction are technically correct; calculations are verified
correct [sic]; deviations are documented; and QA/QC results are complete,
documented correctly, and compared against WAP criteria.
The bullets in the PMR's Section B3-lOd (pp. B3-33, line 7, top. B3-34, line 11) contain
no requirement that the technical review ensures that QA/QC results are documented
correctly, or that a comparison of these results to WAP criteria has been executed. These
requirements could be added to the bulleted list of the PMR.

42.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A states for Section B3-1 Od, Independent Technical
Review (p. A-21):
Proposed Change Changed "This review shall be performed by an
individual (other than the data generator) who is qualified to have
performed the initial work." to "This review shall be performed by an
individual (other than the data generator) who is qualified to have
performed the initial work per the requirements of this Permit."
Explanation for Change Clarifies that any generator/storage site-specific
requirements not related to the WIPP HWFP are not addressed in the
qualification requirement.

This change is included in the PMR's text on page B3-33, lines 1 and 2. The intent of the
current requirement for the qualifications of the technical reviewer appears to have been
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to ensure that the reviewer was qualified to perform the actual work, not simply to meet
the qualification requirements of the HWFP. Under this concept, the reviewer's should
have the same training and experience as the operator that performs the activity- the
reviewer should not be, for example, an administrative person qualified by education and
experiences 10 years in the past updated only by WIPP WAC training, but rather by a
person fully qualified to perform, and preferably that has recently performed, the process
he or she is reviewing. The NMED may want to consider whether or not this concept
should continue to be a criterion for independent technical reviewers before including this
change in a draft HWFP.
43.

The proposed Section B3-IOd bulleted list ofresponsibilities for the Independent
Technical Review (pp. B3-33 and B3-34) contains some, but not all, of the requirements
found in the analogous section from the current HWFP (Section B3-10a(1))6. The fourth
bulleted item on page B3-33 (lines 15-19) is changed by dropping the following
statement:
Corrective action will be taken to ensure that all Batch Data Reports are
complete and include all necessary raw data prior to completion of the
Independent Technical Review. [PMR p. B3-56, lines 24-26]
The fifth bullet on page B3-33 (line 20) is changed by dropping the portion of the
following statement emphasized here in italic format:
QC sample results are within established control limits, and, if not, the
data have been appropriately qualified in accordance with data usability
criteria. [PMR p. B3-56, lines 27-28]
The first bullet on page B3-34 (lines 1 and 2) dropped the following statement (from the
PMR, p. B3-57, lines 9 and 10):
The radiography tape will be reviewed against the data reported on the
radiography form to ensure that the data are correct and complete.

6

The Table of Changes in Attachment A states several times that proposed Section B3IOd is a "new section" (p. A-21). However, the title, and most of the text in the section, are taken
directly from the current HWFP Section B3-IOa(l). Other proposed "new sections" described in
the Table of Changes are also composed primarily of existing W AP sections, sometimes with
only one or two changes (for example, "signature" was replaced by "review" in moving the
current Section B3-10a(2) to the PMR's Section B3-IOe).
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The second bullet on page B3-34 (line 3) drops the following statement (from p. B3-57,
lines 12 and 13):
Incomplete or incorrect field sampling records will be subject to
resubmittal prior to completion of the independent technical review.
None of these deletions are discussed in the Table of Changes in Appendix A of the
PMR. The NMED may want to consider adding some or all of these Independent
Technical Review requirements back into the draft HWFP resulting from this PMR
and/or seek an explanation from the permittees regarding why they were removed.
44.

The proposed Section B3-10d contains a list of bulleted items for the Independent
Technical Review, then ends with a separate statement that (p. B3-34, lines 12 and 13):
If an electronic data evaluation system is used, the Independent Technical
Reviewer must address all previously identified Nonconformance Reports
prior to releasing the data.

The EEG suggests this statement would be better formatted as an additional bulleted item,
rather than as a separate requirement, as this statement is very similar to the one included
in the penultimate bulleted item of the list (which also addresses a requirement only
necessary when electronic data review, validation, and verification are utilized).
45.

The PMR's Section B3-1 la, Data Evaluation Requirements, eliminates a requirement
found in the analogous current WAP Section B3-10b(3), that the Data Validation
Summary (prepared by the Site Project Manager or designee) identify all waste container
numbers in the Batch Data Reports being reviewed (see the PMR's p. B3-62, line 18 for
the current requirement). The NMED may want to consider whether or not this
requirement should be retained for Data Validation Summaries.

46.

The PMR's Section B3-1 lb, Site QA Officer Review, requires site QA officers to check
to see that various Batch Data Report information is " ... within established data usability
criteria" (p. B3-38, lines 11, 17-18, and 21). The requirements for data usability criteria
are in Section B3-1 b, Quality Assurance Objectives in both the current HWFP and this
PMR, and state (p. B3-5 of the PMR):
The comparability of waste characterization data shall be ensured through
the use of generator/storage site data usability criteria. The Permittees shall
ensure that data usability criteria are consistently established and used by
the generator/storage sites to assess the usability of analytical and testing
data. The criteria shall address, as appropriate, the following:
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•
•
•

•

•

Definition or reference of criteria used to define and assign data
qualifier flags based on Quality Assurance Objective results,
Criteria for assessing the usability of data impacted by matrix
interferences,
Criteria for assessing the usability of data based upon positive and
negative bias as indicated by quality control data, of data qualifiers,
and qualifier flags,
Criteria for assessing the usability of data due to
• Severe matrix effects,
• Misidentification of compounds,
• Gross exceedance of holding times,
• Failure to meet calibration or tune criteria
Criteria for assessing the usability of data that does not meet
minimum detection limit requirements.

The Permittees shall be responsible for evaluating generator/storage site
data usability and shall assess implementation through the
generator/storage site audit. The comparability of waste characterization
data shall be ensured through the use of generator/storage site data
usability criteria.
This section establishes the DQOs for the W AP, and the usability statements above are
the only requirements for the "comparability" DQO. The EEG believes that these
requirements have not formally been put into effect in the nearly three years since the
HWFP was initially promulgated. The NMED may want to consider whether data
usability criteria are a necessary part of the HWFP, and use the draft HWFP resulting
from this PMR to eliminate them if they are not. The EEG notes that if the data usability
criteria are eliminated then a new methodology for meeting the comparability DQO
would seem to be necessary.
47.

The Table of Changes in Attachment A states for Section B3-1 lb, Site Quality Assurance
Officer Review, that (p. A-24):

Proposed Change Added statement: "Manual review by the Site Project
QA Officer is not required if an automated electronic system is used. If an
automated electronic system is used, the Site Project QA Officer must
review the Electronic Data Evaluation Report and ensure that any required
nonconformance reports are prepared in accordance with Section B3-14.
See Section B3-13 for additional information regarding electronic data
evaluation."
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The actual text in the proposed B3-1 lb is as follows (pp. B3-38 and B3-39):
Manual review by the Site Project QA Officer is not required if an
automated electronic system is used. If an automated electronic system is
used, the Site Project QA Officer must ensure that any required
nonconformance reports are prepared in accordance with Section B3-14.
See Section Be-13 for additional information regarding electronic data
evaluation.
Note that the review of the Electronic Data Evaluation Report does not appear in the
actual text. The EEG believes that the requirement as stated in the Table of Changes
should be placed into the actual text.
48.

The PMR's sections on Independent Technical Review (B3-10d), Technical Supervisor
Review (B3-10e), data generation level QA Officer Review (B3-10f), Site Project QA
Officer Review (B3-1 lb), and Site Project Manager Review (B3-l lc) all eliminate
requirements that each successive review/verification/validation must take place (from
the PMR's p. B3-56, lines 5-7; p. B3-57, lines 21-23; p B3-58, lines 16-18; p. B3-60,
lines 18-20; and a slight variant on p. B3-61, lines 17-19):
... as soon as practicably possible in order to determine and correct
negative quality trends in the sampling or analytical process."
The NMED may want to consider adding these requirements back in to the draft permit
for this PMR and/or seek an explanation from the permittees regarding why they were
removed.

49.

Section B3-1 le, Data Reconciliation, requires the Site Project Manager to determine if
sufficient data has been collected to address a bulleted list of WAP-required waste
parameters, "For each waste stream characterized" (p. B3-40, line 12). This entire section
is a near-copy of the requirements of the current HWFP's Section B3-1 la. One of the
differences occurs in a single bullet where the phrase "if applicable" is added in the
proposed B3-11 e, as follows (p. B3-40, lines 18-21 ):
Mean concentrations, 90 percent(%) upper confidence limit (UCL 90 ), for
the mean concentrations, standard deviations, and the number of samples
collected for each VOC in the headspace gas of waste containers in the
waste stream (if applicable)
The EEG believes that for characterizing waste streams, the determination of sufficient
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data to determine these parameters would always be necessary-even for a waste stream
consisting of a single container. The Characterization Information Summary is required to
include this information (seep. B3-43 of the PMR, lines 13-16), and the sufficiency of
the data providing this information should be assessed. The EEG recommends the
parenthetical phrase be dropped, and the bulleted item retains the wording found in the
current HWFP.
50.

The PMR's proposed Section B3-1 li, WIPP Waste Information System, has been added
(as noted in The Table of Changes in Attachment A on p.A-25). The Section consists
solely of the following statement (p. B3-44, lines 18 and 19):
All generator/storage sites planning to ship TRU mixed waste to WIPP
will supply the required data to the WWIS as discussed in Permit
Attachment B Section B-6b.
The initial portion of the statement (to the "as discussed") is the initial statement in
Section B-6b (p. B-37, lines 7 and 8). Since the statement adds no requirements to the
WAP that are not already stated in Section B-6b there is no readily apparent need for
including the Section.
There may be some minimal value in including the section if it is reworded similarly to
Section B3-1 lk (p. B3-45), so that it becomes a requirement for the Site Project Manager
to ensure that the WWIS data is entered and approved prior to shipment of waste to the
WIPP. The EEG suggests that if this amendment is not made that the proposed Section
B3-1 li be dropped from any draft HWFP constructed from this PMR.

51.

The PMR's proposed Section B3-12a, Permittee Audit Program, states in part (p. B3-45,
line 23, top. B3-46, line 1):
One function of the Permittees' Audit and Surveillance Program is to
conduct an inventory check of the Batch Data Reports to verify
completeness, which may be done manually or electronically.
Use of the term "inventory check" implies the entire collection of Batch Data Reports is
to be checked for completeness. The practice during WIPP audits and surveillance has
been to choose samples from a population, rather than reviewing the whole population
(except in the case where the population is small). Given the number of batch data reports
that have and will be produced, and the size of these reports, the permittee audit and
surveillance program would need to be greatly extended to comply with this requirement.
The current HWFP requirement appears to be in Section B3-10c, Permittee Level (a sub-
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section of B3-10, Data Review, Validation, and Verification Requirements), and states
(PMR's p. B3-63, lines 9 and 10):
The final level of data verification occurs at the Permittee level and must,
at a minimum, consist of an inventory check of the Batch Data Reports to
verify completeness.
The intent of this requirement appears to be that the permittees are to verify Batch Data
Report completeness prior to receiving shipment of the waste. Under the processes the
permittees have used since the HWFP first became effective, the EEG does not believe
that this has occurred, or that any reasonable interpretation of this wording has been
followed. The processes that are in use would appear to be following an agreement
between the NMED and the permittees which is not a part of the HWFP-or are not
currently being followed at all. The NMED may want to consider dropping the
requirement, considering it as an unnecessary redundancy (the generator/storage site
review process is required to verify completeness of Batch Data Reports). If the
requirement is retained, the EEG recommends that the language in the HWFP be changed
to accurately represent the process that has been established since the HWFP was
promulgated, rather than simply transferring the original wording of the requirement from
one entity to another as this PMR does.
52.

Section B3-12b, Waste Stream Profile Form and Characterization Information Summary,
states that (p. B3-47, lines 26-27):
Prior to waste disposal, the Permittees will notify NMED in writing of any
discrepancies identified during Waste Stream Profile Form review and the
resulting resolution.
The current requirement is essentially the same (PMR's B-4b(l), p. B-48 in Attachment
C, lines 19-22), but is followed by the following statement (lines 21-22):
The Permittees will not manage, store, or dispose the waste stream until
this discrepancy is resolved in accordance with this WAP.
This last statement is not carried into the proposed Section B3-12b. Another statement in
the current HWFP Section B-4b(l) that is also not in the PMR is: 7
7

The text cited here is taken from Section B-4b(l) of the current HWFP that is online at
the NMED's web site (it's the penultimate sentence in the section). Note that statement clearly
specifies the NMED is to be notified " ... prior to shipment" (emphasis added). The PMR's version
of the same statement reads " ... prior to waste disposal" (emphasis added; p. B-48, lines 20-21).
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The Permittees will notify NMED in writing of any discrepancies
identified during WSPF review and the resulting discrepancy resolution
prior to waste shipment.
The intent in the current HWFP appears to be to prevent the shipment of the waste stream
until the NMED has had a chance to review any discrepancies and their resolution; the
EEG suggests that the PMR' s statement be modified to express this intent.
The current WAP's Section B-4b(l) also states (PMR's p. B-48 in Attachment C, lines
10-11 ):

The initial WSPF check performed by the Permittees will include WWIS
data and the Characterization Information Summary.
Since the Characterization Information Summary contains information that also may have
discrepancies, the EEG suggests that the PMR's statement be amended as follows (with
double-underline additions and strikeouts):
Prior to shipment of the waste stream waste disposal, the Permittees will
notify NMED in writing of any discrepancies identified during Waste
Stream Profile Form and Characterization Information Summary review
and the resulting resolution.
53.

The PMR's Section B3-12 is titled "Waste Stream Profile Form and Characterization

The EEG believes the difference between these two phrases to be quite significant.
These EEG comments have cited the strikeout text for requirements cited wherever possible; this
discrepancy between the actual HWFP text and the text in the PMR was discovered
serendipitously. There may, or may not, be other discrepancies between the actual text from the
current HWFP and the text that is in the PMR that is supposed to be from the current HWFP.
The EEG has noted other such anomalies in PMRs over the last three years, and has suggested to
the permittees in the past that generation of permit modifications utilize the quality assurance
program required for all quality-affecting work by both organizations. The EEG believes that an
important first step in this direction would be to develop a procedure for creating PMRs. Two
useful steps in the procedure would be to require that modifications begin with a copy of the
current HWFP as found on the NMED's web site, and to require that any changes to the
document be clearly denoted in the text.
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Information Summary Approval". However, two paragraphs within this section, those
that make up lines 15-26 of the PMR's page B3-47, are not for WSPF approval, but for
comparing data on later shipments of waste to WSPF that have already been approved.
Since these paragraphs are not related to WSPF and Characterization Information
Summary Approval, the EEG recommends that they be included in a separate section
with an appropriate title.
The EEG notes that the requirements of the following portion of the section (lines 1-11
on p. B3-48) currently appear to apply to this post-approval phase of operations. These
requirements would not be able to be met by the permittees for waste that has been
processed post-WSPF approval, unless Batch Data Reports or summaries of these were
obtained from the generator/storage site.
54.

The PMR's Section B3-12(c), Review of Shipping Records, contains a list of bulleted
items that must be checked off on the Waste Receipt Checklist. One of these items is
listed as (p. B3-49, lines 19-20):
Waste Stream Identification Number for each container (or one
container in 7-pack assemblies) matches information in WWIS
The current HWFP requires identification of each container (Section B-4b(2), p. B-58 in
Attachment C of the PMR, line 15). The EEG agrees with the permittees that for 7packs, the elimination of the requirement for matching the center drum to the waste
stream is a change makes the permit more realistic. However, the EEG believes that more
than one drum in a 7-pack assembly should be matched with the Waste Stream
Identification Number.

55.

The PMR's Section B3-12(c), Review of Shipping Records, contains the following
paragraph:
In addition, radiography videotapes will be selected randomly for at least
one percent of containers received at WIPP and will be reviewed by
Permittees and compared to radiographic data forms. All personnel who
review radiography videotapes will be trained to the same standard as
radiography operators.
Review of radiography videotapes is not a part of shipping records. The EEG
recommends that this requirement be re-located into a more appropriate location. Since
this is a unique set of requirements in the WAP the EEG suggests it be given its own
section number and title.
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56.

The PMR's Section B3-13, Electronic Data Review, states (p. B3-52, lines 8-11):
If a generator/storage site does not have an existing manual data review,

validation, and verification system that has been approved via audit, they
may use an electronic system that has been previously certified at another
generator/storage site in lieu of operating both manual and electronic
systems.
The EEG believes that this would be a valid process only if the data generation and
records systems were identical between the two sites. The NMED may want to consider
dropping or amending this statement.
57.

The PMR's Section B3-14, Nonconformances, has an extra title (p. B3-71, line 17) that
should be deleted.

58.

The PMR's Section B3-14, Nonconformances, adds the following paragraph (p. B3-73,
lines 7-9):
The Permittees shall send NMED a monthly summary of
nonconformances identified during the previous month, indicating the
number of nonconformances received and the generator/storage sites
responsible.
The previous paragraph addresses "non-administrative nonconformances". If the monthly
summary is to be limited to only these nonconformances, the added paragraph should
indicate that limitation.

--End

